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Housekeeping

Thank you for joining us!

We’ll share how to get access to the recording, presentation, YouTube versions and blogs at the 
end of the webinar.  

We will field questions as appropriate and time permits.  Please use the ‘chat’ function to share 
your comments and questions.

Follow up questions are welcomed and contact information is provided at the end of the 
presentation.

For those who value certificates of participation, IISE will be mailing those out the week after the 
webinar.  Be patient and check your clutter and spam folders if you don’t receive one. 
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Thanks to our Sponsor and Partner for 
investing time, money, energy 

programming and directing this overall 
Program for IISE!



100+ Timely Webinars on a full 
spectrum of Performance 
Excellence topics with an 
Integrated Systems Engineering 
Perspective and Point of View.

Available on-demand for IISE 
members.  

Clustered into packages 
of webinars to provide 
tailored Certificate 
opportunities for our 
Members.  
1--Operational Excellence
2--Integrated LeanSigma
3--Operational Analytics
4--Change Leadership & 

Management
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Strengthen your Resume and 
Linkedin Page!!



Our Global Personal and Professional
Development Series for IISE Members
and Customers……

THEMES:

• Supply Chain 4.0

• Enterprise Transformation and OpEx

• Strategic Performance Improvement 
Planning

• Operational Analytics

• Cultures to support Perf Excellence

• Integration of People, Strategy, Process and Technology

• Integrated LeanSigma

• Industry, Service, Healthcare 4.0

• Personal and Professional Learning and 
Development

• Change Leadership and Management

• Navigating through Turbulent (VUCA) times



Over 35 timely 
webinars, on-demand 
for IISE Members in 
just Organizational and 
Operational Excellence

Earn a Certification 
in Operational 
Analytics and 
Certificates in 
Operational Excellence 
with IISE.

Contact James Swisher:  
jswisher@iise.org
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mailto:jswisher@iise.org


All of this really 
focuses on how ISE’s 
can help lead and 
drive accelerated 
Benefits Realization.

We continue to grow 
our on-demand 
library of Best 
Practice Case Studies 
for our Members and 
Customers of IISE.
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Insightful Leadership: Surfing the Waves to Organizational Excellence 

“Get rid of the fear, understand what the wave is going to do and become a part of it.”

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jimtompkins1/

Jim Tompkins

Supply Chain Thought Leader and 
Entrepreneur
Chairman and Founder Tompkins Ventures
Past President, IISE

19 Sept 2022

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jimtompkins1/


Creating Improved Operational Excellence Resilience in the Face of a 
Steady Stream of Disruptions

Regardless of your business situation in the post pandemic and current economic 
situation, here are some ‘Insightful Leadership’ to help you enhance your 

Productivity Improvement Efforts.

Jim Dobson, Partner
The Poirier GroupDavid Poirier, P.E.

CEO The Poirier Group

Scott Sink
IISE Global Performance 
Excellence Webinar Series
Director

https://www.linkedin.com/in/poirierdavid/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ji
m-dobson-5b213510/

27 Sept 2022

https://www.linkedin.com/in/poirierdavid/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jim-dobson-5b213510/


Business Process Management 4.0/5.0: 
Perspectives, Points of View, Migration Strategies

6 October 2022

IISE Performance Excellence 
Webinar Series Director

D. Scott Sink
IISE Global Perf Excellence Coordinator

CISE Facilitator

Our Presenter and Panelists 
today:

Jared Frederici, 
Senior Leader, The Poirier Group

Jim Dobson
Partner, TPG



A big thanks to Jim 
Tompkins, David Poirier, Jim 
Dobson, and Jared Frederici
for their ‘insightful’ 
leadership wisdom sharing in 
these three webinars that led 
up to this Capstone Article 
featured in the ISE Magazine 
this month.

Thanks also to Keith 
Albertson, Chief Editor for 
IISE, ISE, for his assistance 
bringing this all together.

If you’re not a member of 
IISE, please consider joining 
to receive digital and hard 
copy access to our Magazine.



Story Line for today

Agenda/Story Line:

• How the current Context is changing requirements for 
“B”

• How those changing requirements for “B” impact how we plan-do-study-adjust

• Tips, learnings, examples of methods you can learn and adopt

• How to build your skills rapidly over time…

To get a copy of our Blog and YouTube Version of the recording for the 
Webinars from the 29th and 8th please use this link  

https://www.thepoiriergroup.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixxhLPZrwdK-DdKYqYZm1A

https://www.thepoiriergroup.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixxhLPZrwdK-DdKYqYZm1A


Fundamentally, it’s all about how well you lead and manage “B” work.  

Left to own devices, most organizations do not do this well enough to be Great.

• A= Administer (DO) our day 
jobs, accomplish our 
accountabilities

• C= Cater to Crises, Fight 
Fires, do the unexpected

• D= Do the Dumb, waste 
time, non-value add time and 
effort (right things, wrong 
way; wrong things, right way; 
wrong things, wrong way)

• E= Enjoy Life

• B= Build the Business 
(improve what we do and 
how we do things) 

Suboptimal Time 
Mgmt

A B C D E
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The Default Position for Most 
Organizations looks something like this 
(in general)—too much NVA, too many 

crises to cater too, not enough quality A 
time, and not enough quality B

Optimal Time Mgmt

A B C D E

With ‘Insightful Leadership’, a 
more optimal balance of and 

quality of B can be built into how 
organizations use their people’s 

time.  

FROM TO



In 2023 and beyond, the focus will be on 
building capability and capacity to improve 
productivity better and faster!
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Profitability

Total 
Sales/Revenue

Total Costs

Price Recovery Productivity

Change in 
Prices

Change in 
Costs

Change in 
Output

Change in 
Input

Enterprise Value Creation requires Insightful Leadership in order to 
Drive Productivity Improvement faster than competition.  

For most organizations this calls for Strengthening Business Process 
Improvement Competence and Capabilities.  



Our High Level Roadmap to Great BPI 
Programs Creating Great Results
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The Default Position for Most 
Organizations looks something like 
this (in general)—too much NVA, 
too many crises to cater too, not 
enough quality A time, and not 

enough quality B

With ‘Insightful Leadership’,
a more optimal balance of and 

quality of B can be built into how 
organizations

use their people’s time.  

FROM TO

• Creation Skillful

• Clear visions, future states top down and 
across the organization

• Conscious Competence wrt to Org’l and 
Operational Excellence

• At-cause, intentionality, ‘rowing together’

• Focused and aligned improvement

• PML’s 3-4 driving to 5

• R2A2 clarity, no ambiguity and conflict

• Full potential performance defined, clear 
and consciously, systematically moving in 
that direction.

• Problem-solving 
• Unclear vision and mis 

alignment
• Unconscious, semi-conscious 

to waste, inefficiency, 
consequences of poor 
performance

• At-effect vs at-cause 
• Unfocused improvement
• Low process maturity levels
• Unclear R2A2 pervasive
• Underperformance by a 

factor of 10x +

“B” Strategy 
Workshop

“B” 
Infrastructure 

right

BPI team 
‘owns’ “B”

Mindset  
Training

Training an 
Engagement

Deployment

Visibility

Tiered Huddle 
System

Acknowledge 
& Sustain



This is the ‘Size of the Prize’, why this is so 
important.  When you get “B” right this 
happens..
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$6

$60

Built to Last Data:
Great/Visionary went from 1 to 6400

Pretty Good/Comparison went from 1 to 955

Good is the Enemy of Great!
Have to see it, believe it to create it.  

It’s you see it when you believe it….

One example of a Transformation 
we’ve been an integral part of…



Lean Sigma Foundations
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Leadership Alignment & Support 
Infrastructure was a Critical Early Factor

BPI Core Team
LeanSigma Architecture and 

Engineering

Lean-Sigma 
Administrative 

Coordinator

President
LOB 2

President
LOB 3

President
LOB 1

President
LOB 4

Master Black Belt 
Support—Training, 

Coaching

Program & Project 
Management Support

CFOCIO
EVP

Org. 
Dynamics

Subject Matter 
Expertise Support

CEO & President
MDS

LeanSigma Deployment Leaders 
and Managers

Value Stream Owners/Managers & Process Owners 
(Champions)

‘Belts’

Core Teams

Executive 
Sponsors

SM
E’s (Finance , IT, H

R
, R

EF, 
SC

M
, R

egulatory R
ep’s)

Program 
Initialization

Engage 
the 
‘Right’ 
People

Best in 
Class 
Training

Pick the 
Right 
Projects

Discipline 
around 
Methodology

Celebrate 
Successes to get 
the ‘fly wheel’ 
spinning

1) Pick the right belts and 2) surround them 
with the support requirements they need to be successful.



What Jared Zoomed in on the 8th of Dec

Program 
Initialization

Engage 
the 
‘Right’ 
People

Best in 
Class 
Training

Pick the 
Right 
Projects

Discipline 
around 
Methodology

Celebrate 
Successes to get 
the ‘fly wheel’ 
spinning

• the Context and Challenges of the 20’s
• impact on Portfolio design and rationalization
• knowing business processes and interaction effects
• being able to zoom in and out with your analysis and understanding
• systematic identification of control points, failure modes, pain points
• understanding and managing complex PROGRAM interdependencies
• Portfolio optimization
• Putting it all together
• Building the Business Case, understanding how much Value is Created



As mentioned in the Blog from our 8 
December Webinar

In these challenging times, filled with 
Disruptions, Insightful Leadership is 
required.  (see Tompkins, 19 Sept).

Insightful leadership today has:

• Clear vision and sense of urgency
• Sense of Solution but often not clear 

enough
• Know they can muddle through but also 

know a great strategy and plan, better “B” 
will speed things up

• Aggressively developing internal 
capability and augmenting with external 
partners (specialists in “B”) to lead and 
drive “B” and build capabilities and 
resilience. 

Regardless of the industry, we find Insightful 
Leaders clear on the fact they need to:

• Create Value faster
• Increase Capacity and Flow faster than we 

add resources
• Improve management of Working Capital
• Decrease cycle times and lead times
• Decrease Capital Expenditures AND still 

sustain productivity improvement
• Increase the productivity of labor 

(particularly white collar)
• Sustain and Improve Customer 

Satisfaction
• Improve cross-functional business process 

performance
• Significantly improve the Transactional 

Processes
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How does knowing the “business context” drive 
portfolio rationalization?

19

A solid understanding of the differences between, and the interaction effects/overlap of the 
three* core financial statements is “table stakes” knowledge for portfolio drivers

*Statement of owners / change in equity not Included but can be important in 
specific situations

Revenue generation (numerator)
Costs (denominator)

Note interaction effects
P&L can scale up and down many levels
Annual budgeting cycle, Capex, services

Receivables (AR)
Payables (AP)

Contracts management, procure to pay, order to 
cash

Assets (inventory ex. – working capital)
Liabilities (ex. rent)

Short term payables
Long-term notes/bonds
Goodwill & intangibles

We tend to describe “value” in one dimension, cost management / direct savings but note that’s one dimension 
out of 3 with multiple interaction effects. Example – how would you manage a portfolio of improvement 

projects knowing the organization would like to sell to Private Equity in the next year?



Predecessor – knowing the business processes 
(and interaction effects)

20

Organizations may have multiple legal entities, operational entities, international entities, 
shared services that support some (but not all), and embedded services in operations

The financial view is just one view – interaction effects are critical, especially when understanding corporate 
allocations against shared services, budgeting, capex disbursement and when doing cross-functional business 

cases

Corporate processes 
organized by 
department



To review, study the 8 Dec Webinar….
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Blog can be found here:   
https://www.thepoiriergroup.com/perspectives/

YouTube Version of Webinar here:  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixxhLPZrwdK-DdKYqYZm1A

And, of course the original recording and pdf of presentation here:

https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729#business

https://www.thepoiriergroup.com/perspectives/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixxhLPZrwdK-DdKYqYZm1A
https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729#business


I am going to continue to zoom in on these two 
steps in the roadmap on the 13th.

Program 
Initialization

Engage 
the 
‘Right’ 
People

Best in 
Class 
Training

Pick the 
Right 
Projects

Discipline 
around 
Methodology

Celebrate 
Successes to get 
the ‘fly wheel’ 
spinning

• the Context and Challenges of the 20’s—New Requirements for “B”

• impact on how we Plan for “B”, how we do PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, Adjust)

• Rethinking Strategic Performance Improvement Planning

• How to do “B” Planning that drives improvement faster, better

• How to build your skills to play a role, facilitate



Examples of types of 
Improvement 
Initiatives we’re 
talking about today

Business Process 
Improvement

• Kaizen Events

• Strategic Performance 
Improvement Planning

• Enterprise Transformations

• Extended Enterprise 
partnership initiatives

• DMAIC and DCDOV projects

• Value Stream and Business 
Process 
Workouts/Reengineering

• Flow Workshops

• Performance Gap 
Workshops

• Etc.  
2
3
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Five Words That will Change This
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Communication Creating a shared understanding and the necessary conditions for 
alignment

Alignment Driving the synergy required to rapidly translate strategy into reality

Visibility

Accountability

Discipline

Creating a clear link between plans, actions and results that drives 
accountability

Taking responsibility for the results I produce

Having the perseverance to always follow through

65% of organizations have an agreed upon strategy (or a process by which to do 
that)

14% of employees understand their organizations strategy

<10% of organizations successfully execute their ‘big’ strategies
70% of process improvement initiatives fail

5 Key Words that can make a difference for you
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Case Study Approach
• BigBrothersBigSisters of Toronto (because it’s simple but representative 

of Value Stream Improvement initiatives)
• One of The Poirier Group’s Purpose Beyond Profit Projects

• BBBST has a need to grow capacity to serve AND to improve “Lead 
Times” dramatically in the next 2-3 years.

• Demand far exceeds capacity to mentor, serve (4000+ need vs 1000 capacity 
annually)

• Tight budgets require learning and doing a ‘fix the system/process’ approach rather 
than a throw resources/people at the problem.  

• They needed assistance.

• I will outline the “General Approach” we’ve taken to these type of 
situations and problems/opportunities and sprinkle in examples of 
outputs along the way.  I’ll zoom through a lot of material (you have 
copies of the slides).
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Key Points
• There are some Foundational Principles that are the basis of the General 

Method for Strategy Workshops

• There is a General Method for Strategy Workshops 

• There are many forms, shapes, types, sizes of strategy workshops but the 
General Method can be applied, tailored, tuned to work for most if not all

• At the heart of the Requirements for Success is the need to make the work a 
‘choose to’ rather than a ‘have to’ (pull rather than push)

• The Change Master will need to develop skillfulness with all the Professional 
Modes of Functioning that come with “Facilitation”
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Foundational Principles (#1)
• How we spend our time, time management, ‘know 

thy time’

• Improvement of any type confronts the “Power of Habits” and 
requires that all involved become more conscious about time 
management.

• Have to integrate a natural way for people to start to become more 
conscious about how they spend their time.  



Planning has to catalyze this…
• A= Administer (DO) our 

jobs, run our ‘business’

• C= Cater to Crises, Fight 
Fires, do the unexpected

• D= Do the Dumb, waste 
time, non-value add time 
and effort (right things, 
wrong way; wrong things, 
right way; wrong things, 
wrong way)

• E= Enjoy Life

• B= Build the Business 
(improve what we do and 
how we do things) 

Time Mgmt

A B C D E
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The Default Position for Most 
Organizations looks something like this 
(in general)—too much NVA, too many 
crises to cater too, not enough quality 

A time, and not enough quality B

Time Mgmt

A B C D E

Do you want, choose for full 
potential performance?

FROM TO



Uh-oh moments – resourcing view and LOTS of “B”!!!
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In time series, how much time do you need from the organization to pull off successful 
implementation (including change management, training, IT enablement, etc.)?

This is one of the most often overlooked portions. Set up your organizations for success by understanding the real time 
demands of those individuals needed to deliver, and bump up against “running the business”



Key Points

• There are some Foundational Principles that are the basis of the General 
Method for Strategy Workshops

• There is a General Method for Strategy Workshops 

• There are many forms, shapes, types, sizes of strategy workshops but the 
General Method can be applied, tailored, tuned to work for most if not all

• At the heart of the Requirements for Success is the need to make the work a 
‘choose to’ rather than a ‘have to’ (pull rather than push)

• The Change Master will need to develop skillfulness with all the Professional 
Modes of Functioning that come with “Facilitation”
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Foundational Principles
• There is a General Method for Strategy Workshops

• A study of the literature, research and of reduction to practice clearly provides this 
General Method

• Having a General Method as a roadmap and foundation frees up the Change Master 
to focus on critical refinement design requirements for the specific focus

• Improvement initiatives requiring strategy workshops comes in many forms:
• Strategic Planning
• Kaizen Events
• DMAIC or DCDOV projects
• All ‘units of analysis’ 



A: Mandate

L:  Measurement, Evaluation, Decision-Making, Action-Taking (Study-Adjust)

C:   Shared 
Vision 

Narrative

Ongoing Hypothesis, 
Assumption, Strategy

Validation

F:   Goals, 
Objectives, 

Frontal 
Initiatives

D;  
Current 
Reality

E:  Gap 
Analysis

G:  Plan 
Development

I:  Deployment

J:  Implementation

1.  Strategy and Policy Formulation--Prepare 
to Plan (compiled in a Fact/Info Book)

1 2

3

B:  
Foundational 

Elements

• B1:  Purpose and Vision

• B2:  Domain Definition

• B3:  Values & Operating Principles

• B4: Strategies and Plans

• B5:  S.W.O.T.

• B6:  Long Range Hypotheses

• B7:  Current and Past Performance

• B8:  Current and Past Improvement Initiatives

• B9:  Current Strategy for Success 
(if implicit, make explicit)

• B10: Assumptions

• B11:  Personal Mastery and Team Development

2. Planning Process

High Level 
Long Range 

Strategy

3. Implementation, Deployment, Study,     
Adjustment/Improvement Process

Tactical and 
Operational 

Strategy

H:  Plan 
Communication 

(Ongoing Process)

K:  Progress & Performance Reviews (Accountability Mechanisms; 
Personal Mastery, Team Learning, Statistical & Systems Thinking, 

Mental Models, Shared Vision and Strategy ongoing development)
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This is an example of a strategy model that we often use 
and it runs in the background as we walk through the 

roadmap

1--What Are 
Our 

Aspirations?

2--Where We 
Play?

3--How We 
Win?

4--What 
Capabilities 
Must Be in 
Place To 

Win?

5--How Do 
We Get 
There?

Enterprise 
Strategy

• Current Portfolio

• Current Domain

• Market Segments

• Customers 

• Parts of Value 
Chain

• Geography

• Strategy

• Competitive Positioning

• Competitive Advantage

• Value Proposition

• Differentiation

• Core Competencies

• Capability Gaps

• Unmet and Unfulfilled 
Client Needs

• Strategic Initiatives

• Tactical Initiatives

• ‘Nike’s’

• Execution Plan

• Shared Visions

• Purpose & Values

• Current State

• Solutions Provided

• Populations Served

• Technologies Employed

• Enterprise Strategy

• Stakeholder Value Propositions

• Trusted Partner

• Innovative and Responsive

•Technology Accelerators

• Right people in right seats on bus

• Competitive Competencies and Right Mix

• Effective and Efficient Business Processes
• Pick the Right People

• Invest in People

• Grow the Right Competency 
Portfolio

• People, Strategy, Process, 
Technology



Key Points

• There are some Foundational Principles that are the basis of the General 
Method for Strategy Workshops

• There is a General Method for Strategy Workshops 

• There are many forms, shapes, types, sizes of strategy workshops but the 
General Method can be applied, tailored, tuned to work for most if not all

• At the heart of the Requirements for Success is the need to make the work a 
‘choose to’ rather than a ‘have to’ (pull rather than push)

• The Change Master will need to develop skillfulness with all the Professional 
Modes of Functioning that come with “Facilitation”



Facilitating (‘to ease the passage of’) strategy workshops is demanding, 
challenging, an art probably more than a science.
A successful leader of strategy workshops has acquired the ability to bring the 
right professional mode of functioning to bear at the right time:

• Acceptant Listener
• Data/fact gatherer, Inquiry Mode
• Small group process provider
• Challenger
• Opinion Seeker/Opinion Giver
• Solution provider
• Coach/Mentor
• Teacher/knowledge and skill provider
• Catalyst

35

The most critical Requirement for Success—Facilitation 
knowledge and skills
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1--Create Shared 
Vision

(Sessions 1&2)

2—Characterize 
Current State/Reality

Sessions 3

3—
Dialogue/Metalogue 

on the Differences
Session 4

6—Converge/Align on 
OKR’s and 

Accountabilities
Session 8 & 9 

7--Personal 
Commitments and 

Accountabilities and 
how we’ll stay 

involved, engaged, 
coordinated
Session 10

The Simplified General Method

4—Prioritizing the 
Improvements 
Sessions 5&6

5—Creating the 
Migration Strategy and 

Plan
Session 7 

With a larger organization we did this in 10, :90 virtual workshops.
With BBBST we accelerated and got through step 6 in 3 :60-90 minute 

workshops



DONE for the Project:  Voice of Stakeholders 
(Acceptant Listener, Deep Listener, Active 
listener)  

• We want to better understand the various systems we have.

• They don’t speak to each other.  There are bottlenecks.  

• What’s the current state of things??

• Where do we have gaps in terms of what we need but don’t have to be more effective 
and efficient?

• Are we positioned for growth, position for growth—we aren’t currently built to 
scale

• We need to build to be able to double or triple the number of young people we 
serve

• Right now we are like ‘chemo to cancer’

• As we grow we can’t do it $ for $, we have to leverage process and technology to 
grow very efficiently because unrestricted funding to support operational 
improvement is very difficult to get, scarce

• We need to do more with what we have, utilize our journey maps better with our 
people

• Are our processes working or not, how do we do a better job understanding if our 
value add is having an impact

• We want to clearly, explicitly define the desired end state for this—drive this by the 
power of vision not the burden of having to solve problems

• What is the vision what does it require from our business processes, 
operating processes, IT Enablement in order for us to achieve it?

• How do we ensure the right flow in our process so that we are 
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• Clearer understand and use of process maps 
and journey maps, uncover inefficiencies

• We cannot scale, grow now with processes 
the way they are

• The bottlenecks, pain points are consistent 
and deeply embedded in our work flows and 
will take some time and energy to root out 
and address

• The ‘#’s’ speak for them selves, evidence of 
whether the ‘processes’ are working in terms 
of progress and outputs but also outcomes.  
See what the numbers say and then work to 
close the gaps

• Understand where are gaps or problems or 
opportunities are so that we better know 
what we need to fund and how to search for 
funding to support priorities



Summarized DONE for Project—have to 
tighten things up, clarify, be a ‘book boss’, 
spit back what they said only better

• BBBST has the sustainable capability to serve/process 1000 
mentor/mentee teams, steady state. (just the 1:1 mentoring program)

• BBBST has leaned the process out such that Lead Time from 
Mentee/family application to Mentee/Mentor first meeting is 4 
months or less.

• BBBST has an understanding of how to continue to improve and grow 
‘system capacity and capability’.

38



Spark and Manage 
Creative Tension

39



Strategic Plan as 
Context

Bus Process 
Mapping with Value 

Stream Analysis

Surface, Visualize 
Pain Points, Burning 

Issues, Failure 
Modes (IT related)

Vision for 
Integrated Bus 
Process and IT 

Enablement 

• BB&BS needs/wants an IT 
Assessment

• BB & BS needs to improve IT 
Enablement to support 
strategic plan objectives

• BBBST feels there are some 
‘burning issues’ relative to 
workflows and IT 
Enablement that they would 
like surfaced and analyzed

• BBBST is interested in 
improving the ‘integrated’ 
performance of their people, 
strategies, workflows with 
Technology Enablement

CURRENT STATE

(Jan 2021)

FUTURE STATE

(March 2021)
Phase I Project Plan

• The Current State ‘System’ is 
DEFINED and Mapped and 
Analyzed

• Burning Issues related to work 
and IT Enablement have been 
identified, analyzed and 
prioritized for addressing

• Improvement Objectives 
Prioritized

• IT Enablement specific capability 
development prioritized

• A clear strategy for ensuring 
People, Strategy, Process and 
Technology are better 
integrated is documented.

• Positioned for Phase II if that is 
appropriate/needed 
(Improvement Projects, Quick 
Wins)

DEFINE current 
state IT System, 
Bus Processes, 

R2A2, etc.

Leadership and 
Staff Interviews  to 
surface pain points, 

Burning Issues, 
Failure Modes

Gap Analysis and 
Strategy to close the 

gaps, address the 
Failure Modes

PURPOSE STATEMENT: Analyze our System(s) and determine process capability and then develop a 
migration plan to achieve our desired process capability  in a timely fashion. (Phase I) 

25 Jan

Future 
State 

Definition

22 Feb

Migration 
Strategy 
and Plan 

Draft

19 March

Decisions and Actions/Adjustments in 
partnership with 3rd Party Vendor Support 

are mapped out in a migration plan for 
2021

1 2 3

Board 
Meeting

The use of Integrated Master Plans makes is very easy for teams to see, 
high level what the strategy and plan is to get to DONE.



Our Review of the #’s (Value 
Stream Analytics) how to get 
a bigger bathtub?  

Current State:
• ~ 90 confirmed matches per 

year

• ~ 100 closed ‘pairs’ annually

• ~ 10 new matches to get 5 
confirmed

• Target is 5 confirmed per 
person = 20/month x 12 = 240 
new confirmed annual

• Actual is 2 confirmed per 
person = 7-8/month = 90 new 
confirmed annually (so water 
level in current bath tub going 
down)

• Current Takt time = 4 x 3 x 5 = 
60 hours/week divided by 20 = 
3 hours per match
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Future State:

• Drive/Shape Demand, ramp up, 
build throughput capacity, next 3 
years.

• Reduce Lead Time to Pairs ‘in-
flight’ to 4 months

• Sustain the number of matches 
per month to sustain bathtub 
that holds 1000 ‘pairs’ in process 
at any given point in time.

High level initial Solution Elements:

Create a lean work flow with Takt time, 
pace, flow that will support continuous 
processing of applications and 
matching.

Increased yield, reduce yield loss, 
rework
Blend process 

Visible Measurement System

Huddles

Right Staff

Ramp up to get the bathtub filled, then 
sustain (see next slide)

IN=90

OUT
~15% 
initiall

y

1000+

~240

IN
300

OUT
30%
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With a larger organization we did this in 10, :90 virtual workshops.
With BBBST we accelerated and got through step 6 in 3 :60-90 

minute workshops
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Apply, 
Nominate, 

referred from 
Schools, 
mentees, 
BB’s/BB’s, 

Churches, etc. 

DEMAND

Young 
People with 

3-5 Adv 
Childhood 
Exp. (ACE’s)

Profile 
Created

“Ready” 
Mentee

SUPPLY
Refer, 

Nominate, 
Apply, 

Volunteer

Mentors 
Willing to 

Serve

Profile 
Created

“Ready” 
Mentor

Asset (40) 
Assessmen

t

Capability 
Assessmen

t

Matching 
Process

Pre-Match Team Match Support Team

Case 
Worker, 
Mentor, 
Mentee 

CRM System
Razor’s Edge (Fund Raising and Donor Mgmt)

HRIS (just getting)
Finance and Accounting

1 2 3
To Post 

Development 
Phase 

Engagement
Process

Young 
People 
Ready 
for Life

Close 
Matc

h

Development and Evaluation 
Process

Enrollment 
and 

Assessment 
team

Tr
ai

ni
ng

Tr
ai

ni
ng

Enrollmen
t and 

Assessme
nt team

Match 
Closur

e 
Proces

s

Marketing and Communications Team

Match 
Support 

Team

Shane—Team Lead

2 yrs

3-
12

.
5

.
5

We completed extensive interviews with every team member and 
‘mapped’ and analyzed the value stream
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As an aside, for you ISE’s, we also created a Process Playground 
Simulation Model (Moresteam) and this was and will be very valuable for 

them and us.

And we also converted the ‘paper and pencil’ workflow maps to excel 
and visio and data linked, synched the two app’s together to get 

‘smart’ visio maps for them



Surface and highlight ….

• Painpoints

• Failure Modes

• Bottlenecks/chokepoints

• Wastes

• Critical Alignment Points

• Cycle Times

• Buffers, queues

• Delays

• Etc. 

• Use Layering in Visio so that you can add in or take out issues with the 
workflows
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They did have data, mostly in table form, but 
weren’t really using it to drive process 
improvement effectively, fast enough.
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They have a stable, predictable process that is in control but not meeting requirements.
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~250

We wanted to use data/facts to help us tell a story and get them 
connected to what we are creating in relationship to what we said we 

want to, choose to create



We stretched it a bit, but we also 
performed Process Capability Analysis
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We wanted to 
use the data to 
show them that 
they have met 

‘spec’s’, that they 
can and have 

done that.

This made it 
vividly clear they 
are performing 

out of specs 
established.



This is what we intend to have happen over the next 2 
years (this is a conservative improvement curve with 
slow addition of personnel to the process)  “Get Good, 
then Get Fast”
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Forecast/ 
Plan

1000+



Spark and Manage 
Creative Tension
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With a larger organization we did this in 10, :90 virtual workshops.
With BBBST we accelerated and got through step 6 in 3 :60-90 

minute workshops



Miro or Mural—Virtual Flip Charts and 
White Boards
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What adjustments do you feel we can/should make to 
the way we manage/do this process to significantly 
increase throughput and steady state capacity and 
reduce ‘wait’s, queues, delays while minimizing adding 
cost?
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1.  Early filtration system for volunteers and families 
to ensure we don’t overprocess

2.  Need a tracker/countdown system for potential 
mentors—visibility on status of process to 
stakeholders

3.  FAQ management and ease of use for general 
inquiries on website

4.  application auto send after ‘bigs’ 101 is completed/ 
inquiry completed for P/G

5.  a webinar for ‘bigs’ 101 so staff isn’t required to 
facilitate with a function to ensure successful 
completion

6.  use in-school mentoring model (inquiry, 
assessment, matching done with same staff member 
(develops relationship & rapport.

7.  automated system that shares documents and on-
line forms-e-mail sent to assessor upon completion.

8.  need to separate the E&A position with two job 
areas (1—assessments, 2—matching)

9.  inquiries & referrals automatically assigned to 
specific assessors on CRM based on geographic 
location.

5
4



10.   Load Assessment Doc into CRM

11.   More ‘digestible’ (snackable) learning modules

12.  Automate follow-up e-mails

13.  Automated system for tracking where they are in process

14.  Virtual training for volunteers & families, on-demand

15.  Involve, engage volunteers in other activities while they 
wait to be paired

16.  automatic closure notice and decision (cleansing out no 
go’s to avoid over processing)

17.  do an analysis of the matches that occurred ‘in-spec’ 6 
months or less to see what works and then do more of that

18.  Pre-reading for training

19.  create an expediter, someone who does nothing but 
monitor flow and expedite when things bog down (e-mails 
and calls)

20.  Establish clear spec’s on how long matching should take 
and how many are required each week to sustain required 
flow and create a Visible Measurement System, do Huddles 
weekly, use the charts to do Study-Adjust and integrate into 
PMP.  

5
5
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21.  Create automated match-making tool  ( shared, visible 
system that shows potential matches, make the matching 
process more visible and automated)

23.  dedicated time or dedicated staff for matching

24.  pre-match confirmation call/e-mail that provides surface 
level information that ‘Bigs’ can evaluate and decide on, 
weigh in on before doing a match call  (avoid overprocessing 
and ‘defect’)

25.  ensure that mentor and family clearly indicate their 
interests and what they are looking for in a match and 
ensure that gets applied in the final screening, QA on the 
match

26.  application for “Bigs” to collect data real-time, inform of 
activity, ideas, etc. that would feed into the CRM (Bigs 
become part of CRM)

27.  Automated profile update checks with volunteers and 
families to ensure data is current and accurate (becomes less 
critical if the application to match process speeds up!!)

28.  system to book match introductions that synch’s to MSC 
calendars (that can book more than 1 person)

5
6
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29.  streamline, reduce, evaluate level of involvement 
of Case Workers after year 3 of the mentoring 
process to free up time to handle more year 1 & 2 
workload

30.  Alumni Value Exchange Optimization process, 
manage the lifetime value of our alumni (Mentors and 
Mentees).  

31.  Graduated Mentees become mentors to Mentees 
and also to new Mentors, they help us on-board new 
mentors

32.  create an expectation and legacy for Bigs to stay 
connected and involved

33.   follow mentees, graduates, to gather data on life 
outcomes, consider having virtual Graduate Affinity 
Groups that Case Workers facilitate or volunteer 
Mentors (in-waiting or alums) help us manage
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Nominal Group Technique (and Delphi)
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Structured Group 
Process Provider 

Neat method for 
helping 

teams/groups 
converge and 

align
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Ideas that align to the Lean Strategy and Principles

The 3rd step, session 2 for BBBST we utilized Miro to do Silent Generation and 
then a Delphi Technique method to do the voting an ranking you see here.
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Alignment and Innovation—Can Do 
mentality



Here’s TPG’s top 10 list of 
improvements/adjustments to make:
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1. Create a “Dashboard” and review it in weekly Huddles (create a 
virtual Huddle Board)  (your rank #7)—Scott and Ishan

2. Assign and train a Value Stream Owner (TPG will help) (your 
rank #23)--BBBST

3. Create a ‘Kanban’ type system and migrate from batch (push) 
to single piece flow (pull), reengineer how you do ‘matching’—
Scott, Ishan, Sheree

4. Assign accountabilities to quick wins, one per team member 
and do them, build some momentum and success—baby steps 
(from your list)—Ishan, Cherie Ann

5. Establish monthly Progress and Performance Reviews, Value 
Stream Owner Convenes—Scott, Cherie Ann



Here’s TPG’s top 10 list of 
improvements/adjustments to make:
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6. Investigate if you are overinvesting in pairs that are ‘mature’ (3 
years in) and if so redeploy that time to grow the capacity (your 
rank #4)--Sheree

7. Do what Hospitals have adopted, the visibility, tracker system for 
mentees and mentors, a countdown for them so they know where 
they are relative to the first pair meeting—VSO owns that (your 
rank #6)—Ishan

8. Technology Enablement Optimization:  Ensure you are utilizing 
your CRM system to it’s fullest capability and cross-train so that 
you have business continuity (at least 2 super users) (all these 
ideas really map to this 3, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
28, 30, 32)—Ishan, Lisa Xu

9. Mentee to Mentor formal program to manage steady supply of 
mentors (expand and enhance Scarborough Pilot)—Azfar, Cherie 
Ann, Scott, Ishan

10. Improve the Pairing Yield, success rate—reduce rework and 
overprocessing.  Ishan, tbd
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Key Questions to Answer in a Periodic Review 
by each KO Lead and/or Sub-objective lead

• What is DONE (end-game) for the KO?  Characterize future/intended state.

• When do we need to be, plan to be DONE?

• Characterize current state

• What’s the Strategy to get to DONE (middle part of IMP, depict)?

• P&P update, where are we relative to DONE, what’s been accomplished in the last 
performance period?

• Through to Q2 Review, what are the planned accomplishments just ahead, Q2?

• What Key Results (KPI’s, dashboard dials, etc.) will move as a result of those planned 
accomplishments?  

• What’s the ‘causal’ relationship between if/when we do this, this gets better, which then 
causes this, etc.?  (to avoid activity trap)

• Requirements for Success with this and how we plan to be intentional with those.
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Dec 
2021

• 240 Matches 
Completed

• 240 in flight

• LT to Match = 
< 4mos

• Huddles 
working

• VMS working

• Tracker 
working

• Throughput 
Capacity 
doubled

• OKR system 
in place
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PDSA IMP for rest of year—Program and Project 
Management from here forward essentially until the 
‘refresh’ annually

Jan 2021
What’s working:

• Culture

• People

• Capabilities

• Opportunities

What needs work:

• Process Maturity 
Levels

• Sustainability

• Pipeline flow, 
PML and 
Capacity

• Competency 
Development

• Improved 
Productivity

• Reduced Lead 
Times

• Throughput 
Capacity 

March April

Key Obj Leads 
Create IMP’s and 

‘staff’

May June Q4Q3

9 April 25 June

24 Sept

17 Dec

Perf Excellence:
Business Results and Outcomes

Alignment
Discipline

Accountability
Visibility
Capacity

Competencies
Capabilities

Communication & Coordination
Speed of Trust
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Five Words That will Change This
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Communication Creating a shared understanding and the necessary conditions for 
alignment

Alignment Driving the synergy required to rapidly translate strategy into reality

Visibility

Accountability

Discipline

Creating a clear link between plans, actions and results that drives 
accountability

Taking responsibility for the results I produce

Having the perseverance to always follow through

65% of organizations have an agreed upon strategy (or a process 
by which to do that)

14% of employees understand their organizations strategy

<10% of organizations successfully execute their ‘big’ strategies
70% of process improvement initiatives fail



For Further Study and Development
• The Dance of Change by 

Senge, et al

• The Fifth Discipline 
Fieldbook by Senge et al

• First Things First by Covey

• Path of Least Resistance 
by Robert Fritz

• Chris Argyis (many things 
he’s done are to be reads)

• Those for a start, more 
upon request.
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Just Ahead…..
2023 IISE Training and Development Opportunities:

6 Jan—Jim Tompkins:  Supply Chain Leadership 4.0/5.0 for 
the 20’s
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_StgudzXRTaCoQabXN84P9w

13 Jan—Best Practice Case Studies:  Peavey Industries and Supply 
Chain BPI
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_j0l-6SPeSj-Yoq_v2MbLYQ

9 Feb—How to Align BPI Programs to Aggressive Waste and Cost 
Reduction
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_cNo9KZ2vScexHl1ZCfyBVQ

23 Feb—Best Practice Case Studies:  Building Great BPI Programs:  
Consumers Energy

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_crvTMTlFSdyNz3mjF8aviQ

9 March—Integrated LeanSigma—How to Train it and Do it

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_oUS4qZ-iRcKdu0uDz8GbLg

28 March—Best Practice Case Studies:  Global Enterprise Excellence—Flex

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_0q56PHk8TpWBsWVDSKopYQ

And don’t forget IISE’s new:
• Operational Analytics Certification Program
• Operational Excellence Certificate Packages

• Change Master Certificate Program

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_StgudzXRTaCoQabXN84P9w
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_j0l-6SPeSj-Yoq_v2MbLYQ
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_cNo9KZ2vScexHl1ZCfyBVQ
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_crvTMTlFSdyNz3mjF8aviQ
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_oUS4qZ-iRcKdu0uDz8GbLg
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_0q56PHk8TpWBsWVDSKopYQ
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Operational Excellence, Performance Excellence, Integrated LeanSigma, Operational Analytics, 
BPM/I 4.0, High Performing Cultures, Integration of Strategy-People-Process-Information and 

Technology Enablement, Best in Class Case Studies, Networking

All being Developed for you for New Orleans in May 2023!!!

IISE Performance Excellence Track for 
Practitioners and Students



Performance 
Excellence Track

6 Special Sessions specifically designed for 
Practicing ISE Professionals, Young 
Professionals, Students head to Industry

Scott Sink
Track Organizer/Coordinator
Facilitator for the CISE 
Group

Session Chairs:

• Victoria Jordan, Emory
• David Poirier, TPG
• Kerri Alderman, UPS

• Other CISE Member 
Companies Involved: 
Boeing, Duke Healthcare, 
Meta, Consumers Energy, 
GM, Disney, Deere, and 
more….

https://www.iise.org/Annual/

https://www.iise.org/Annual/


4 ‘hot topic’ Interactive Sessions led by Thought 
Leaders

Hot topics of critical importance to leaders, managers, young 
professionals engaged in operational excellence work

1. Victoria Jordan—Emory Healthcare, Thomas Davis—
Duke Healthcare and others..:  Healthcare and 
Lifesciences how ISE is and will continue to contribute;

2. Kerri Alderman—UPS & Eleke Ukpabi—Ruan, Jim 
Tompkins, Yves Belanger:  Novel strategies and tactics 
to address Supply Chain Challenges

3. David Poirier—The Poirier Group, Eduardo Toledo—
Flex; Rupy Sawney-UofT; Debbie Nightingale:  
Organizational and Operational Excellence of the 
Future

4. Scott Sink, Jared Frederici, Operational Analytics and 
ISE  How to create insights and provoke timely 
decisions and actions in the face of all the data

Great VALUE for you and your company—we’ve 
assembled a team of thought leaders you won’t find 
anywhere else…

Unique Format for networking, learning, sharing, developing Get a critical ‘patch/updates’ on how ISE’s 
are innovating to better integrate People, 
Strategy, Process, Information and Technology

And there’s more reasons to attend…..
New Orleans, IISE Annual Conference, CISE’s 
Performance Excellence Track—See you there!!

Don’t forget our fantastic Keynote 
Presentations Sunday, Monday and 
Tuesday mornings.  

AND….

The Opportunity to Network, build your ISE 
connections:

• ISE Practitioner Leadership Mixer—(special by invitation mixer 
for Industry Practitioners, Young Professionals, and Students, 
Sunday 5-6:45)

https://www.iise.org/Annual/

5. The ISE Outstanding Capstone Senior Design Showcase and 
Finalists Presentations:  See and Hear about the top 3-4 Finalists in 
our annual ISE Capstone Senior Design Competition. (Sunday-
Monday)

6. The Outstanding Service Systems Engineering Competition 
Finalist Presentations (Vittal Prabhu, PSU)—See and Hear about 
the top 4 Finalists from our Annual Service Systems Engineering 
Competition.  (Sunday)

7. The Operational Excellence Division:  a multitude of sessions on 
various topics related to Organizational and Operation 
Excellence that will drill down, zoom in on topics and issues 
covered in our 3rd Module provided by CISE.

8. The Performance Excellence Track was most innovated and 
one of most popular track of sessions last year—it will be 
even better this year

9. My first IISE conference in 1973 was in New Orleans, I got 
hooked and most of my most valued personal and 
professional relationships have come from IISE conferences;

10.Get Altitude on things, take time to ‘recharge’, reflect, 
reinvent….

11.Have a Hurricane!!  

http://www.iienet2.org/
https://www.iise.org/Annual/


Thank You!
Contact us for More Info:

For more information on how IISE can play a role with 
your Professional Development needs:

James Swisher:  jswisher@iise.org

For questions about our IISE Webinar Series and our 
IISE Operational Analytics Certification Program or 
about CISE:

Scott Sink:  ssink@jumpcurves.com

Special Thanks to our Sponsors for this 
Webinar:
https://www.thepoiriergroup.com/

For more information on how the Poirier Group can play a role with 
your Operational Excellence and organizational transformations 
please contact:

Jared Frederici:  jared.frederici@thepoiriergroup.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaredfrederici/
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Complete a Short Survey for us?

● Your Feedback is Important:

77

A short survey will be available to you as just 
prior to leaving the webinar, we’d appreciate 
your input.  

Reach out if you have questions or other 
needs:

James Swisher jswisher@iise.org

Scott Sink  ssink@jumpcurves.com

mailto:jswisher@iise.org
mailto:ssink@jumpcurves.com
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	10.   Load Assessment Doc into CRM��11.   More ‘digestible’ (snackable) learning modules��12.  Automate follow-up e-mails��13.  Automated system for tracking where they are in process��14.  Virtual training for volunteers & families, on-demand��15.  Involve, engage volunteers in other activities while they wait to be paired��16.  automatic closure notice and decision (cleansing out no go’s to avoid over processing)��17.  do an analysis of the matches that occurred ‘in-spec’ 6 months or less to see what works and then do more of that��18.  Pre-reading for training��19.  create an expediter, someone who does nothing but monitor flow and expedite when things bog down (e-mails and calls)����20.  Establish clear spec’s on how long matching should take and how many are required each week to sustain required flow and create a Visible Measurement System, do Huddles weekly, use the charts to do Study-Adjust and integrate into PMP.  ���
	21.  Create automated match-making tool  ( shared, visible system that shows potential matches, make the matching process more visible and automated)��23.  dedicated time or dedicated staff for matching��24.  pre-match confirmation call/e-mail that provides surface level information that ‘Bigs’ can evaluate and decide on, weigh in on before doing a match call  (avoid overprocessing and ‘defect’)��25.  ensure that mentor and family clearly indicate their interests and what they are looking for in a match and ensure that gets applied in the final screening, QA on the match��26.  application for “Bigs” to collect data real-time, inform of activity, ideas, etc. that would feed into the CRM (Bigs become part of CRM)��27.  Automated profile update checks with volunteers and families to ensure data is current and accurate (becomes less critical if the application to match process speeds up!!)��28.  system to book match introductions that synch’s to MSC calendars (that can book more than 1 person)����
	29.  streamline, reduce, evaluate level of involvement of Case Workers after year 3 of the mentoring process to free up time to handle more year 1 & 2 workload��30.  Alumni Value Exchange Optimization process, manage the lifetime value of our alumni (Mentors and Mentees).  ��31.  Graduated Mentees become mentors to Mentees and also to new Mentors, they help us on-board new mentors��32.  create an expectation and legacy for Bigs to stay connected and involved��33.   follow mentees, graduates, to gather data on life outcomes, consider having virtual Graduate Affinity Groups that Case Workers facilitate or volunteer Mentors (in-waiting or alums) help us manage������
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